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Collaboration and Social Computing in Emerging Financial Services

Abstract
In this workshop we consider new financial services from a CSCW and Social Computing perspective. We will bring together researchers, policy-makers and practitioners who are interested in new financial services such as mobile payments, digital money, microfinance, mobile commerce, and the adoption and use of these new services by special sub-populations. Also of interest in this workshop will be the use of social analytics to understand financial markets and create new services. We also aim to explore the underlying group and network mechanisms that promote trust and enable commerce (e.g., solidarity lending groups). The workshop will contribute to the continued development of a network of researchers and practitioners interested in the intersection of HCI and financial services.
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Introduction
Innovation in financial services presents many interesting challenges for CSCW and Social Computing.
Mobile commerce encourages new design solutions that need to span consumer devices ranging from simple feature phones to full function web-enabled smart devices. New mobile money technologies such as M-Pesa, digital wallets, online banking and cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin (bitcoin.org) invite novel interface and systems designs [3][7]. Exciting new forms of lending have also emerged such as "solidarity-group" backed micro-finance, and various forms of online peer-to-peer lending [4][8].

Financial transactions are fundamentally embedded in a multi-person context and involve the coordinated action of multiple actors. For example, basic payment systems involve a buyer and a seller. The transaction, however, is completed within the context of a financial system that includes organizations (e.g., banks, governments) and the coordination of a rich network of other groups (e.g., competitors, suppliers, transportation providers). Understanding this larger context is required to design financial services that will be readily adopted and provide benefits to the greater financial ecosystems.

Many financial services are also based on very interesting social networks. Community currencies (see, for example [2][6]) have been developed to promote within-group economic activity, which some argue will spur local economic growth. Solidarity groups have been used to secure credit from groups who are typically unable to qualify for traditional loans from traditional banks. The nature of the relationships between members in the group is a very interesting and unexplored social network research challenge (e.g., multifaceted network models of solidarity groups).

**Workshop Objectives**

In this workshop, we bring together researchers working in various areas of financial services design. There is evidence of growing interest in this area by a recent CHI SIG and workshop on similar topics [1].

In this workshop, we aim to explore the relationship between HCI and financial services with an emphasis on three main topics:

1) **Financial Services for Special Groups:** How do we design new financial services for special populations? Of particular interest are older people [9], those on limited incomes and unbanked populations.

2) **Use and adoption of new financial technologies:** How do we measure and support the adoption of new technologies used in financial services [5]? How can we deal with issues of trust, privacy and security in new systems?

3) **Social analytics for financial services:** How can we effectively use social media and social network analytics for development of new financial services? This could include exploring financial life event detection and modeling using social media data streams, or social listening techniques for detecting product and service trends (among many others).

We are also particularly interested in hearing about case studies of novel services that have been studied in the field.
Workshop Topics
At the workshop, we are aiming to explore the following specific topics, with the hope of identifying guidance and insight to drive future research and innovations in the context of collaborative and social computing approaches to financial service design:

• How can new interaction technologies be used to create new financial services or change existing services?

• What are the barriers and accelerators for adoption of new financial services? How can social computing and collaborative technologies support new forms of financial literacy education?

• What is the role of social context and social relationships in the development of financial services? How can solidarity lending practices be improved and expanded?

• New approaches for research into financial behavior, including novel elicitation practices such as financial games, financial probes, and improvisation.

• What are the challenges for populations such as older people or people with disabilities, whose needs and values may differ from the archetypes account holders banks provide for?

• Financial inclusion and services for the unbanked.

• New forms of money, including digital cash and community currencies.

• Financial social analytics: how can social analytic approaches be used to understand individual and groups financial behavior
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